Performance of a spark ignition engine under
the effect of friction using a gas mixture model
E. Abu-Nada1, B. Akash*2, I. Al-Hinti1 and A. Al-Sarkhi1
This paper presents the effect of friction on the performance of a spark ignition engine using a
gas mixture as the working fluid. The results were compared to a frictionless engine. Engine
parameters that were studied include equivalence ratio, engine speed, break mean effective
pressure (BMEP), and cycle thermal efficiency. It was found for the frictionless engine
operating at 6000 rev min21 and stoichiometric air–fuel mixture that BMEP and efficiency were
about 14 bar and 36% respectively. On the other hand, when friction is included under the same
condition BMEP and efficiency were about 10 bar and 27% respectively. However, at lower
engine speed and equivalence ratio, the deviations were much smaller. Therefore, it is more
realistic to consider the effect of friction using the gas mixture model instead of air as the working
fluid for the analysis of spark ignition engines, especially when running at high speeds and/or rich
mixtures.
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List of symbols
a constant in Weibe function
as number of moles of air at stoichiometric
condition, dimensionless
A heat transfer area, m2
AF air/fuel ratio, dimensionless
AFs air/fuel ratio for stoichiometric condition,
dimensionless
At coefficient in oil film thickness equation, m
B coefficient in oil film thickness equation, m
C skirt clearance, m
Cp constant pressure specific heat, kJ kg21 K21
Cv constant volume specific heat, kJ kg21 K21
D cylinder diameter, m
fmep friction mean effective pressure, bar
hcg heat transfer coefficient for gases in the
cylinder, W m22 K21
k specific heat ratio, dimensionless
, connecting rod length, m
Lring ring thickness
Lskirt skirt length
LHV lower heating value, kJ kg21
m mass of cylinder contents, kg
mf mass of burned fuel, kg
M molar mass
P pressure inside cylinder, Pa
Pi inlet pressure, Pa
Q heat transfer, kJ
Qin heat added from burning fuel, kJ
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R crank radius, m
Rg gas constant, kJ kg21 K21
Rmix gas constant for the mixture, kJ kg21 K21
Ru universal gas constant58314?5 J kmol21 K21
T gas temperature in the cylinder, K
Ti inlet temperature, K
Tw cylinder temperature, K
U internal energy, kJ
Up piston speed, m s21
Up average piston speed, m s21
V cylinder volume, m3
Vc clearance volume, m3
Vd displacement volume, m3
w average cylinder gas velocity, m s21
Wi indicated work, J
Wb brake work, J
Wfriction friction work, J
Wirrev irreversible work, J
x mass fraction
xb burning rate of the fuel, dimensionless
X distance from top dead centre, m
y mole fraction
a number of carbon atoms in the fuel
b number of hydrogen atoms in the fuel
e oil film thickness, m
h angle, u
hs start of combustion or heat addition, u
Dh duration of combustion, u
m oil dynamic viscosity, N s m212
gth thermal efficiency, %
W equivalence ratio

Subscripts
irrev
mix

irreversible
mixture
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Introduction
Many studies on air standard power cycles neglect friction
for simplicity of the engine analysis.1–4 However, the high
revolution of the engine makes the design of this assumption less reasonable where a large percentage of engine
power is converted into friction. It is a fact that air standard
power cycle analysis gives only approximation to the actual
conditions and outputs;5 consequently, it would be very
useful to embrace the effect of friction. Additionally, in
most air standard power cycles air is generally assumed to
be the working fluid and the details of the mixture of gases
encountered in the combustion chamber are neglected.
Thus, it would be very important to include the effects of
both friction and gas mixture on the performance of the
engine to have a better insight in the engine chamber and to
get a better approximation to reality.
It is well known that the engine’s efficiency increases
by reducing its mechanical friction. There are many
studies that have modelled the performances of Otto,
Diesel and dual cycles including friction.6–8 However,
they dealt with average values of piston coefficient of
friction and neglected type of lubricants and engine
configurations details such as engine skirt and rings. It is
understood that a large percentage of the mechanical
friction loss in the engine occur on the lubricated
surfaces between the skirt and the cylinder liner as well
as between the cylinder rings and cylinder liner.9 The
lubrication between rings and cylinder liner is effected
by oil viscosity, oil film thickness, piston ring configuration, and the operational specifications of the engine.
Besides, the friction between the piston skirt and the
cylinder liner is affected by the clearance, piston tilt,
piston skirt design, and surface roughness. By considering energy consumption within the engine, it is found
that friction loss contributes the major portion of the
energy consumption developed in an engine. About twothirds of it is caused by piston skirt friction, piston rings,
and bearings, and the other third is due to the valve
train, crankshaft, transmission, and gears.10 Similar
figures were reported by Kim et al.,11 who were
successful in reducing engine friction through liner
rotation. Piston ring lubrication models were used for
prediction of engine cylinder friction. An accurate
representation of lubrication conditions at the piston
ring-cylinder liner interface is required for the estimation
of frictional losses. Examples of the work conducted on
modelling and analysis of the frictional losses at the
piston ring cylinder liner contact are given in Refs. 12–
17. Moreover, Xu et al.18 presented two theoretical
models that predict friction for piston ring and cylinder
liner. Their work was compared to experimental
findings. Also, Xu et al. proposed an inter-ring gas flow
model by considering the effect of orifice flow through
the ring end gap and ring side clearance.19
In a recent study it was reported that piston ring
friction force was higher than previously predicted. Also
it was pointed that fuel economy improvements exceeding 4% may result from combined application of
reducing lubricant viscosity and proper surface treatment.20 Their work was based on numerical findings
using four different simulation methodologies, such as
Ringpak. Other studies have used Ringpak tool in their
engine friction simulation.21,22 Other models are also
available in literature.23,24
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In most models of air standard power cycles, the air–
fuel mixture and combustion products are approximated
as ideal gases. In such cases air was assumed as the
working fluid with constant specific heats without taking
into consideration temperature dependence of the
specific heats of the working fluid.25–29 However, due
to the high rise in combustion temperature this assumption becomes less realistic. In a previous study a more
realistic approach on the behaviour of variable specific
heats was implemented on the performance evaluation
of the spark ignition (SI) engine.30 Then, the effect of
piston friction on the performance of SI engine using
new thermodynamic approach was published.31
Also, in another study the working fluid was modelled
as a gas mixture with temperature dependent specific
heats.32 Similarly, the present work assumes the working
fluid inside the combustion chamber of an SI engine as a
gas mixture with temperature dependent specific heat,
and with the inclusion of the effect of friction.
The objective of this paper is to include the effects of
both friction and gas mixture model to simulate the
thermodynamic performance of the SI engine. This
allows a better understanding and insight in the engine
chamber, and it will obtain a better approximation to
more realistic processes.

Thermodynamic properties of air–fuel
mixture and combustion products
The variation of specific heats of air for the temperature
range 300–3500 K is found in literature.33 It is based on
the assumption that air is an ideal gas mixture containing 78?1% nitrogen, 20?95% oxygen, 0?92% argon, and
0?03% carbon dioxide (on mole basis). For example,
constant pressure specific heat of air is presented in the
following equation
:
Cp ~2:506|10{11 Tg2 z1:454|10{7 Tg1 5 {
:
4:246|10{7 Tg z3:162|10{5 Tg0 5 z1:3303{
:
1:512|104 Tg{1 5 z3:063|105 Tg{2 {

2:212|107 Tg{3

(1)

It is well known that in actual SI engines the combustion
products have temperature dependent specific heats,
also. The most common combustion products are CO2,
CO, H2O, N2, O2, and H2. The specific heats of these
species have different dependence on temperature. Some
species specific heats are strongly dependent on temperature others are less dependent. Thus, it should be
more accurate to calculate the specific heat of the
mixture as a summation of individual species specific
heats rather than taking a rough estimation that the
whole mixture behaves as air. In the present work, the
following species are assumed as the combustion
products: CO2, CO, H2O, N2, O2, and H2. The
temperature dependent specific heat for these combustion product species takes the general form9
cp
~a1 za2 Tza3 T 2 za4 T 3 za5 T 4
Rg

(2)

The constant a1–a5 for all combustion species are given
in Tables 1 and 2.9 Also, the specific heat of the fuel is
assumed to be temperature dependent and it takes the
following form34
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Table 1 Coefﬁcients for species temperature dependent speciﬁc heats (T(1000)
Species

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

CO2
H2O
N2
O2
CO
H2

2.400779
4.0701275
3.6748261
3.6255985
3.7100928
3.0574451

0.873509661022
20.110845061022
20.120815061022
20.187821861022
20.161909661022
0.26765261022

20.666070861025
0.415211861025
0.232401061025
0.705545461025
0.369235961025
20.580991661025

0.200218661028
20.29637461028
20.632175661029
20.676351361028
20.203196761028
0.552103961028

0.632740610215
0.807021610212
20.225773610212
0.215560610211
0.239533610212
20.181227610211




T
T 2
{97:787
z
1000
1000




T 3
T {2
{0:03095
20:402
(3)
1000
1000
~
where Cp has the unit of cal gmol21 K21.
The gas constant for the mixture is calculated as
follows
~
Cp ~{0:55313z181:62

Rmix ~



Ru
Mmix

(4)

The molar mass of the mixture is determined as
Mmix ~

n
X

yi Mi

(12)

On the other hand, the specific heat for the combustion
products is calculated as
Cpmix ~

n
X

Cp i xi

(13)

i~1

where i goes for CO2, CO, H2O, N2, O2, and H2. The
mass fraction xi is given as
xi ~

ni Mi
mmix

(14)

where mmix is the total mass of the mixture given as
(5)

i~1

mmix ~

n
X

ni Mi

(15)

i~1

Before combustion is taking place, the mixture is
considered as a combination of fuel vapour and air.
Therefore, the molecular weight of mixture is written as
Mmix ~ya Ma zyf Mf

(6)

The mole and the mass fractions for the fuel are given
respectively, as
yf ~

Cpmix ~Cpa xa zCpf xf

1
1z4:76as =W

(7)

1
xf ~
1zAFs =W

(8)

where W is the fuel air equivalence ratio and is given as
AFs
(9)
W~
AF
as is the stoichiometric number of moles for the air and
AFs is the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio. The mole fraction
and the mass fraction for the air are obtained
respectively
ya ~1{yf

(10)

xa ~1{xf

(11)

Thus, the specific heat for the air–fuel mixture can be
computed as

During combustion a flame front is assumed to travel
throughout the combustion chamber. The gases ahead
of this flame are assumed to have the air–fuel mixture
properties whereas the gases behind it take the properties of the combustion products. Thus, it is very
reasonable to estimate the specific heat for the mixture
as follows
Cp mix ~Cp airfuel (1{xb )zCp products (xb )

(16)

where xb is evaluated from the Weibe function and
represents the burn fraction of the mixture.
Finally, the specific heat ratio is calculated as
k~

Cp mix
Cp mix
~
Cvmix Cp mix {Rmix

(17)

Combustion reactions
By considering the existence of only six species (CO2,
H2O, N2, O2, CO, and H2), in the combustion products,
the chemical reaction for burning one mole of hydrocarbon fuel is written as
Ca Hb z

as
(O2 z3:76N2 )?
W

n1 CO2 zn2 H2 Ozn3 N2 zn4 O2 zn5 COzn6 H2

(18)

Table 2 Coefﬁcients for species temperature dependent speciﬁc heats (1000,T,3200 K)
Species

a1

a2

a3

CO2
H2O
N2
O2
CO
H2

4.460800
2.7167600
2.89631
3.62195
2.98406
3.100190

0.3098170610
0.29451361022
0.15154861022
0.73618261023
0.14891361022
0.51119461023

22

a4

20.1239250610
20.80224361026
20.57235261026
20.19652261026
20.57899661026
0.52644261027

25

a5

0.2274130610
0.10226661029
0.998073610210
0.362015610210
0.10364561029
20.349099610210

29
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This chemical reaction is applicable for lean, stoichiometric, or rich mixtures. For W(1 (stoichiometric and
lean mixtures), the numbers of moles of the combustion
products are given as
b
n2 ~ ;
2


1
n4 ~as
{1 ;
W

n1 ~a;

as
n3 ~3:76 ;
W
n5 ~0;

(19)

n6 ~0

However, for W.1 (rich mixture), it is assumed that the
there is no O2 in the combustion products. Thus, the
numbers of moles for the combustion products are given
as
n1 ~a{n5 ;

b
n2 ~ {d1 zn5 ;
2

n3 ~3:76

as
;
W

n4 ~0;

(20)

a1 ~1{K

(21)

b
b1 ~ zKa{d1 (1{K)
2

(22)

c1 ~{ad1 K

(23)



1
d1 ~2as 1{
W

(24)

n5 ~n5 ; n6 ~d1 {n5
h

1=2 i
=2a1
where n5 ~ {b1 z b21 {4a1 c1

The equilibrium constant k in equation (17) is a curve fit
of JANAF table for the temperature range
400,T,3200 K.9
k~
!
:761
:611
:2803
1
1
0
{
(25)
exp 2:743{
z
(T=1000) (T=1000)2 (T=1000)3
In deriving the previous relations for rich mixture, an
equilibrium reaction is assumed to take place between
the species CO2, H2O, CO and H2. The equilibrium
reaction is given as9
CO2 zH2 'COzH2 O

(26)

1 Ring oil ﬁlm thickness at various locations ranging
from BDC to TDC





du
du
Lskirt pDDxz m
dWirrev ~ m
dy skirt
dy ring
Lring pDDx

The friction work (irreversible work) can be expressed in
terms of instantaneous piston speed as
dWirrev ~m

Up (h)
Up (h)
Lskirt pDDxzm
Lring pDDx (30)
C
e

where C is the skirt clearance and e is the clearance
between the liner and the pressure ring. In the present
study, the value of C is taken as a constant to represent
the average clearance between the cylinder liner and the
skirt of the piston. However, e is taken as the oil film
thickness between the ring and cylinder liner. This
thickness reaches a minimum value at the bottom dead
centre (BDC) and top dead centre (TDC) and has higher
values between them.35 The distribution of oil film
thickness with crank angle was reported.36 The shape of
the oil film thickness can be approximated by a
trigonometric function where minimum values at BDC
and TDC and higher values in between. In the current
study the following distribution is assumed that agrees
with the trend of previous published work
e(h)~At zBjsin(h)j

Thermodynamic analysis
By considering the mixture inside the combustion
chamber as a closed system then for small change of
the process, the first law of thermodynamics is simply
written as
dQ{dW ~dU

(27)

Therefore, by using the definition of work, the first law
can be expressed as
dQin {dQloss {(PdV {dWirrev )~dU

(28)

where the irreversible work is mainly due to friction
occurring inside the combustion chamber which is the
piston friction work. The piston friction work consists of
two major parts which are the skirt friction and pressure
rings friction. By using the Newton’s law of viscosity
and friction work is defined as
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(29)

(31)

where At and B are constants. Figure 1 gives a
representation of three different distributions of ring
oil film thicknesses obtained by using different combinations of At and B. These values are chosen to agree with
distributions reported in literature.35–37
The instantaneous piston speed, in equation (30), can
be expressed in terms of average piston speed as9
!
p
cos(h)
Up (h)~Up sin(h) 1z
(32)
1=2
2
½(‘=R){sin2 (h)
Thus, the friction work in equation (30) is written as
!
p
cos(h)
dWirrev ~mpDDxUp sin(h) 1z
1=2
2
½(‘=R){sin2 (h)


Lskirt Lring
z
(33)
C
e

Abu-Nada et al.

For an ideal gas the equation of state is expressed as
PV ~mRg Tg

(34)

(35)

Also, for an ideal gas with constant specific heats the
change in internal energy is expressed as
dU~mCv dTg

(36)

By substituting equation (36) into (35) then
dU~

Cv
(PdV zV dP)
Rg

(37)

By substituting equation (37) into (28), the following
equation is obtained
Cv
dQin {dQloss {(PdV {dWirrev )~ (PdV zV dP) (38)
Rg
The total amount of heat input to the cylinder by
combustion of fuel in one cycle is
Qin ~mf LHV

(39)

The total heat added from the fuel to the system until
the crank position reaches angle h is given as
Q(h)~Qin xb

(40)

where xb is the Weibe function that is used to determine
the combustion rate of the fuel and is expressed as5
"

 #
h{hs 3
(41)
xb ~1{exp {5
Dh
The total amount of heat loss from the system when the
crank moves an increment of dh
hcg Ah
(Tg {Tw )dh
(42)
v
By substituting equations (39)–(42) into equation (38)
followed by differentiation with respect to crank angle
the following equation is obtained


dP k{1
dxb hcg Ah
p
{
~
Qin
{
(Tg {Tw )
dh
V
180
dh
v
Qloss ~

k

P dV k{1
dx
z
(dWirrev )
V dh
V
dh

(43)

Equation (43) can be solved by using explicit finite
difference technique with second order accurate differentiation. The result is given as
4
1
P(h)~ P(h{Dh){ P(h{2Dh)z
3
3
k{1
Qin ½3xb (h){4xb (h{Dh)zxb (h{2Dh)
3V
1
2 (k{1) 
hcg Ah (h)(Tg {Tw ) {
z
3 3V
v


2kP(h{Dh) V (hzDh){V (hzDh)
3V (h)
2Dh
z

2 (k{1)
dx
dWirrev Dh
3 3V
dh

where dP/dh is expressed as

dP 3P(h){4P(h{Dh)zP(h{2Dh)
~
dh
2Dh

(45)

The instantaneous cylinder volume, area and displacement are given by the slider crank model as5

By differentiating equation (34), we can get
PdV zV dP~mRg dTg

Performance of SI engine under effect of friction

(44)

V (h)~Vc z

pD2
x(h)
4

(46)

pD2
z
4

1=2 o
pDS n
Rz1{cos(h)z R2 {sin2 (h)
(47)
2
n

1=2 o
(48)
x(h)~(‘zR){ R cos(h)z ‘2 {sin2 (h)
Ah (h)~

Once the pressure is calculated, the temperature of the
gases in the cylinder can be calculated using the equation
of state as
Tg ~

P(h)V (h)
mRg

(49)

The convective heat transfer coefficient in equation (43)
hcg is given by the Woschni model as9,38
:
:
:
:
hcg ~3:26D{0 2 P0 8 Tg {0 55 w0 8

(50)

The velocity of the burned gas and is given as
Vd Tgr
½P(h){Pm 
w(h)~2:28Up zC1
Pr Vr

(51)

In the above equation, the displacement volume is Vd.
However, Vr, Tgr and Pr are reference state properties at
closing of inlet valve and Pm is the pressure at same
position to obtain P without combustion (pressure
values in cranking). The value of C1 is given as:
(i) for compression process: C150
(ii) for combustion and expansion processes:
C150?00324.
By which the average piston speed is calculated from
U p~

2NS
60

(52)

Having calculated the needed thermodynamic properties
(P and T), the indicated power can be calculated by the
integration of the PV diagram as
ð
Wi ~ pdV
(53)
Then, the brake power is calculated as the difference
between the indicated power and the friction power. To
estimate the total friction power one need to include not
only the piston friction but to include all the constituents
of friction in SI engine. The total engine friction is due to
mechanical friction, accessory friction, and pumping
friction, and piston friction. The mechanical friction is
due to other moving parts such as crankshafts, and valve
trains. The pumping represents the work done during
intake and exhaust strokes. However, the accessories
include oil pumps, fuel pump and fan.9 It is worth
mentioning that in the prescribed fist law model, for the
mixture inside the combustion chamber, the piston
friction was only included in the formulation and other
friction parts are absent in the model. This resembles
what happens in the combustion chamber. The mixture
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at any crank angle is affected by the friction that occurs
between the system (the mixture) and the surrounding
(the piston and the chamber walls). Thus, the friction
work from the surrounding on the system during a
process is only due to piston friction work and nothing is
related to other parts of friction. Thus, it is expected, as
will be demonstrated in the results, that piston friction
will affect the pressure and temperature distribution
inside the combustion chamber and this is realistic from
a thermodynamics point of view. The effect of other
constituents of friction is to reduce the power output
from the engine because part of this indicated power is
consumed by these friction parts.
Empirical formulas for friction mean effective pressure for all mentioned friction constituents for SI
engines having a displacement volume, between 845
and 2000 as a function of engine speed, is given by39
fmep (bar)~


0:97z0:15(N=1000)z0:05(N=1000)2

(54)

Thus, the total friction work is given as
Wfriction ~


Vd 0:97z0:15(N=1000)z0:05(N=1000)2

(55)

Thus, the brake work is given as
Wb ~
ð


pdV {Vd 0:97z0:15(N=1000)z0:05(N=1000)2 (56)
The thermal efficiency is calculated as
gth ~

Wb
mf LHV

(57)

Engine specifications and operational parameters used
in this study are provided in Table 3.

Solution methodology
Equation (44) is solved for each crank angle for
the range of 2180u(h(180u using a step size Dh51u.
The values of h5¡180u correspond to BDC whereas the
value of h50 corresponds to TDC. The heat addition in
equation (44) is only valid for hs,h,(hszDh), i.e.
Table 3 Engine and operational speciﬁcations used in
simulation
Fuel
Compression ratio
Cylinder bore, m
Stroke, m
Connecting rod length, m
Crank radius, m
Clearance volume, m3
Swept volume, m3
Engine speed, rev min21
Inlet pressure, bar
Ignition timing
Duration of combustion
Wall temperature, K
Skirt clearance, m
At
B
Ring thickness
Oil type
Oil temperature, uC
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C8H18
8.3
0.0864
0.0674
0.13
0.0337
5.4161025
3.9561024
2000–5000
1
225u BTDC
70u
400
2361026
1
6
2 rings each 1.5 mm
SAE30
80
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2 Variation of gas temperature and cylinder pressure versus crank angle for SI engine using friction and nofriction models running at 3000 rev min21 and W51

during the period of combustion. In solving equation (44), notice that k, P, T and hcg are coupled, i.e.
solution of one of these variables depends on the
solution of others. Therefore, the solution methodology
depends on using an iterative solution procedure. The
solution procedure is as follows: by knowing the initial
pressure of the gases at the BDC, the initial temperature
of the gases is first calculated using equation (49). Once
the value of the initial temperature is obtained, then the
temperature dependent property Cp is calculated. For
crank angle less than hs, the specific heat of the air is
calculated using equation (1). Also, the specific heat for
the fuel is calculated by using equation (3). Then, the
specific heat for the air–fuel mixture before combustion
is calculated by using equation (12). During combustion, i.e. hs,h,(hszDh), equation (16) is used to
calculate the specific heat. The number of moles for
the product species for lean and rich mixture is
calculated by using equations (19) and (20) respectively.
The specific heats for the combustion products are
calculated by using equation (13). After that, the gas
constant for the mixture is determined by applying
equations (4)–(7). After calculating Cpmix (T), using
equation (16), the value of k is calculated using
equation (17).
After getting the required gas mixture properties the
new corrected temperature is calculated by using
equation (49). The heat transfer coefficient is calculated
using the Woschni model given by equation (50). Then,
the friction work is determined from equation (33). At
this point a new value of the corrected pressure is
calculated by applying equation (49). Finally, the brake
work and thermal efficiency is determined from equations (56) and (57) respectively. This procedure is
repeated many times until the change between two
successive iterations for pressure, and other variables
such as T, k and hcg, is ,0?0001. The previous
mentioned procedure is repeated for each value of crank
angle h from 2180 to z180.

Results and discussion
In order to examine the validity and sensitivity of the
presented model Fig. 2 was plotted. It represents the
variation of gas temperature and cylinder pressure
versus crank angle for SI engine operating at

Abu-Nada et al.

3 Outlet gas temperature versus engine speed at various
equivalence ratios using friction and no-friction models

3000 rev min21 and stoichiometric air–fuel mixture. The
effects of engine speed and equivalence ratio on the gas
outlet temperature, with and without friction are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 presents outlet gas
temperature versus engine speed at equivalence ratios of
rich mixture (W51?2), stoichiometric mixture (W51?0),
and lean mixture (W50?8). Whereas, Fig. 4 presents
outlet gas temperature versus equivalence ratio at
engine speeds of 2000 rev min21 (low speed) and
5000 rev min21 (high speed). Higher outlet temperatures
are obtained at higher engine speeds and higher
equivalence ratios. It is interesting to note that the
effect of friction is not very significant on the gas outlet
temperature, especially at low engine speeds. However,
at higher engine speeds deviations between the two
models become significant.
Similarly, the effects of engine speed and equivalence
ratios on brake mean effective pressure (BMEP), using
both cases (with and without friction), are presented in
Figs. 5 and 6. It represents the variation of BMEP with
engine speed for equivalence ratios representing rich,
stoichiometric, and lean mixtures. Higher values of
BMEP are obtained at higher equivalence ratios. Higher
values of BMEP are obtained at higher engine speeds
only when no friction model was used. However, when
friction model was used BMEP increased with engine
speed until reaching a maximum value at
y2500 rev min21, before it begins to decrease. Also,
the deviations in BMEP between the two models were

Performance of SI engine under effect of friction

5 Brake mean effective pressure versus engine speed at
various equivalence ratios using friction and no-friction
models

6 Brake mean effective pressure versus equivalence ratio
at low and high speeds using friction and no-friction
models

7 Efﬁciency versus equivalence ratio at different engine
speeds using friction and no-friction models

4 Outlet gas temperature versus equivalence ratio at low
and high speeds using friction and no-friction models

very significant. The reason is that friction contributes
significantly to reduce BMEP at higher engine speeds.
The effect of the two models on the cycle efficiency
was also investigated. The results are presented in
Figs. 7 and 8. It was found that higher values of thermal
efficiencies are produced when frictionless model was
considered. The reason is that friction reduces the cycle
efficiency. When using the frictionless model, thermal
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8 Efﬁciency versus equivalence ratio at low and high
speeds using friction and no-friction models
10 Contour plots for efﬁciency with no friction

efficiency keeps increasing with engine speed (see broken
lines in Fig. 7). It decreases with equivalence ratio (see
broken lines in Fig. 8). However, it slightly increases
until reaching a maximum at y2000 rev min21 before
decreasing (see solid lines in Fig. 7). It is interesting to
note that efficiency decreases with equivalence ratio at
low engine speeds, but it slightly increases with
equivalence ratio at high engine speeds, until it levels
out at stoichiometry and beyond. Finally, contour plots
for efficiency for both models with and without friction
are generated for various ranges and conditions. They
are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. Theses plots show that
cycle efficiency increases with speed when friction is not
considered, which many thermodynamic models assume
(Fig. 10). However, when, more realistically, friction is
considered in the model, cycle efficiency decreases at
higher engine speed (Fig. 9), which is more realistic.
Actually, a maximum value of the efficiency can be
located for the SI engine at low engine speed and very
lean mixture. In our case, at engine speed of
y2000 rev min21 and equivalence ratio of y0?7, the
maximum engine efficiency is obtained.

Conclusions
The investigation of using a gas mixture model instead
of simply air as the working fluid for the analysis of a SI
engine with friction was performed. The results were
compared to those obtained from a frictionless engine.

9 Contour plots for efﬁciency including friction
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The study included the following parameters: cylinder
pressure, gas temperature, BMEP and efficiency under a
wide range of engine speeds (2000–6000 rev min21) and
equivalence ratios (0?6–1?6). It was determined that
assuming SI engines without taking friction into
consideration results in an underestimation of the
contribution of friction on the various engine parameters. Contour plots for efficiency of both models with
and without friction were generated for various ranges
of speed and conditions of fuel–air mixture. They
demonstrate that cycle efficiency increases with speed
when friction is not considered. However, when friction
is considered in model cycle efficiency decreases at
higher engine speed, which is more realistic. Thus, a
maximum value of the efficiency can be located for the
SI engine.
As a result, it is more realistic to use the gas mixture
model instead of air as the working fluid for the analysis
of SI engines and to consider friction especially when
running at high engine speeds. This is expected to
provide valuable guidelines for researchers and designers
regarding performance evaluation and development of
SI engines.
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